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Who Am I?

●Lead Game Designer
●Product Manager
●IGDA Board of Directors

Projects involved:



Pacing in Level Design

- Alternate game mechanics in level chunks
- Use environment and visual variations
- Include narrative elements
- Keep the tension curves in line

What do level designers usually do to create a good pace:



Our Problem

- Limited traverse and puzzle inputs
- No budget to provide a solid narrative in the 

form of cutscenes or environmental props
- The levels were happening in one screen 

without scrolling
- Everything was action/input oriented



Inspiring from Music

Bernstein talks about a universal 
pattern in his book (1962).



1,2,3 Action!

“It is like a 3-stage rocket: On your mark, get set, go!” 
Leonard Bernstein

1 2 3 Action!

1 2 1 2 1 2 Action!

1 2 3



Beethoven’s 5th Symphony



1,2,3 Pattern in Level Design

- Isolate the atoms
- Define possible Actions and Conclusions
- Design a 1,2,3 pattern 
- Apply!

1 2 3 Action!

Jump
Over a pit

Jump
Over a pit

Jump
Over an obstacle

Jump/Hit
An enemy



Example



Example



Some Experimental Notes

- You don’t need to stick to the pattern completely, it’s just for the basic pace 
creation

- Not every sequence needs an action, but…

- The more you include the 1,2,3 pattern without the conclusion, the more epic 
it should be!
- You can design the levels based on 1,2,3 action pattern for speed runners! 

- Sometimes we break the rules and the rhythm intentionally, based on the 
context
- It really doesn’t matter how you describe your basic parts, it’s only important 
that you can create a rhythm



Example:
Long Reach

A

B



Example:
Long Reach



In Action



Applying 1,2,3 Pattern

1- Keep the 4-chunk structure 
2- Choose a pattern:

1,2,3, action! (for a good start!)
1,2/1,2 (build up some anticipation)
1,2 (build up more anticipation!)
Epic Action! 

3- See how to distribute different enemies and in-game actions to make this 
happen
4- Elaborate on the level



Example:
Long Reach



In Action



Conclusion

- The same pattern can be applied to other genres and 
levels as well.
- Overuse of this pattern leads to repetitive level structures
- As a level designer, it’s up to you at the end to define your 
pace and your levels.
- There are always other ways to inspire level design from 
other media and we should explore them.



Thanks for Watching!

Email: taha@avagames.ir
Twitter: @workingtaha


